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Graphic Design



Graphic Design         

Aseptika package design

Package design for pocket-size wet wipes 
treated with different disinfecting agents.
The series uses artful visual metaphors, with 
engraved effect on kraft paper, and is 
accompanied by a promotion poster.





Graphic Design        

Chess Elixir logo

A logo and app icon for a proprietary mobile 
application with chess puzzles to improve your 
game.





Graphic Design          

Contuur logo

Contuur deals with cryptocurrency 
data—it collects and compiles market liquidity 
indicators and offers reports to market
players. Their simple and stylish logo
embodies a new form of currency.



Graphic Design          

Cryptology logo

A logo for a mobile-friendly cryptocurrency 
exchange. Cryptology makes cryptocurrency 
trading as easy as it gets.





Graphic Design           

Futbalito logo

A logo and a mobile icon for a football app, 
created for the worldwide community of 
football lovers.



Graphic Design

Story visual identity

A corporate identity, including a name
and a logo, and a promotion booklet for
a new residential complex in Moscow.
The place where stories begin.





Graphic Design          

Solist logo

A logo for a residential complex in Moscow, 
created with respect for strong individuality.



Graphic Design         

Innopolis visual identity

A corporate identity design concept, including 
a logo and a coat of arms, for a new tech town 
in the Republic of Tatarstan in Russia. Innopolis 
is built to become a center for innovation and 
technology, and home to young industry 
professionals.



Graphic Design           

Krasny Karandash logo

A logo design concept created for Krasniy 
Karandash, a large chain of art supply stores
in Moscow.





Graphic Design              

Onlinepay logo

A logo concept designed for a payment service 
provider.
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Graphic Design

Terranavtika logo

A corporate identity design concept for a 
Russian self-drive safari project, aimed at 
adventure-seeking travelers.





Graphic Design           

Unlimint Ventures logo

A limitless logo design for a venture capital 
fund that supports a number of financial 
technology startups.





Graphic Design       

VDNKh slogans and design 
guidelines for construction
sites

VDNKh is a famous trade show and
amusement park in Moscow. For them we 
developed a modular solution that is both 
convenient and cost-efficient, and helps
the park keep its visual appeal and inform 
visitors about construction work.



Graphic Design           

Xsolla illustrations

Several sets of eye-catching marketing 
illustrations for Xsolla, a gaming payment 
processor.





Graphic Design          

Talent Enterprise logo

The Talent Enterprise is a human resource 
consulting company with clients all over the 
world. This logo design concept represents
the highest level of professionalism and unique 
individual qualities.





Graphic Design         

Cryptobill Logotype

A logo for a platform for startups where
they can issue their own tokens and invest
the attracted funds in new cryptocurrency 
projects.



Graphic Design

Bitware Logotype

A logo for a company building chips for 
cryptocurrency mining.





Graphic Design

Logo design for Fyodor 
Dostoevsky’s 200th birthday 
anniversary celebration campaign

In 2018, the Ministry of Culture of Russia will 
be supporting a series of events in celebration 
of Fyodor Dostoevsky’s 200th birthday. A 
wide range of activities will take place across 
Russia and abroad: exhibitions, conferences 
and festivals, theatrical performances and 
publishing projects, museum renovations and 
new memorial openings. Here at Kindbeetle, 
we created a literature-themed logo for the 
anniversary campaign.
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